


Attention: Pumsa
Mr CV Burgess
The Chairperson
Ad Hoc Committee on Protection of Information Legislation
Dear Mr Burgess

The Cape Chamber of Commerce is the largest and oldest Chamber of Commerce in South Africa. Its business members cut across the entire spectrum of economic activity and provide employment to some 200 000 employees.

We  wish to comment on the draft Protection of Information Bill, which is currently being considered.

The Chamber is of the opinion that existing legislation provides sufficient protection for State information and does not believe that there is a need for more protection. We would point out that recent High Court decisions indicate that access to state information should be improved rather than restricted and that Government interpretation of the statutes errs on the side of insufficient disclosure. The fact that parties such as the Mail and Guardian have successfully approached the High Court for assistance indicates that the problems are not of a legislative nature but lie in the implementation of the legislation.

However, it is on the commercial aspects of the proposed legislation that the Chamber would like to comment. Our concern is that some spheres State enterprises compete directly with private sector companies and that the State entities should have no advantage over their private sector competitors. An example is South African Airways which competes with Kalula and One Time in the domestic passenger market. A further example is Telkom which competes against Neotel and three other cell phone service providers while the proposed oil refinery at Coega will be in direct competition with the Chevron, Natref, Sapref and Engen refineries.




Our view is that both public and State entities should be governed by exactly the same legislation on matters of disclosure and any further protection of the 
State’s commercial interests is not acceptable. What is required is a level playing field and maximum transparency especially in enterprises which have enjoyed substantial assistance from the South African tax payer such as SAA.
In the case of State enterprises which have no competition such as ESKOM a policy of maximum disclosure is essential to ensure fair play in all dealings with suppliers and to ensure that major decisions are in the best interest of the country as a whole.

The Chamber is concerned that some of the provisions in the Bill are open to different interpretations.

We trust that our comments will receive your valued consideration and we look forward to providing further information if required.

Should you have any queries, please contact me at 021 402 4300 or 

Yours faithfully



Albert C Schuitmaker
Executive Director
Cape Chamber of Commerce





